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Monsanto Hall

SOURCE : OPI
The Monsanto Lecture
Hall (Room G-3) in the
. Walter
T.
Schrenk
Chemistry-Chemical
Engineering Hall at UMR
will be formally dedicated
during a program to be held
Friday, April 29.
The room was named the
Monsanto Lecture Hall in
recognition of the company's
assistance in the recent
renovation of the facility ,
according to Dr. James W.
Johnson, chairman of the
of
UMR
depart1Jlent
chemical engineering.
The program will begin at
2 p.m. with a welcome by Dr.

Oliver K. Manuel, chairman
of the UMR chemistry
department. That will be
followed by the dedication by
Johnson and a lecture entitled " Industry-University
Alliance : Plus or 'Minus?"
by Dr. William J. James,
acting director of the UMR
Graduate
Center
for
Materials Research. The
ceremonies will be held in
the Monsanto Lecture Hall
and the public is invited to
attend.
Tours of the facilities in
Schrenk Hall will be conducted by UMR chemical
engineering, chemistry and
life sciences faculty mem-

bers beginning at 3 p.m.
" Monsanto has been an
important source of support
for the campus for a number
of years," Johnson Said.
"We're grateful to Monsanto
for its assistance with the
renovation project and
pleased
that
several
of · the
representatives
company will be able to
attend the dedication. "
Work done on the lecture
hall includes the installation
of new furniture for the
demonstration of chemistry
experiments, new sound and
lighting
systems,
new
seating, a new chalkboard
system and a new ceiling.

Sigma Pi sponsors

LOVE auction

Greek Week Queen Laura DePasquale takes.her chariot ride with Zeus,
Neil Fehr. Laura was crowned Saturday at the 1983 Greek Week Games.

Bv LARRY TIPTON
After an absence of two
years, the LOVE radio
auction has returned. LOVE,
the Local Organization for
Various
Emergencies,
receives all benefits raised
by the auction, which will be
held on Saturday, April 30,
on KTIR radio. The number
to call is 364-1898.
This year Sigma Pi
fraternity is sponsoring the
auction. Fraternity mem-

bers have raised over $10,000
worth of goods. Some items
to be auctioned are: vacuum
cleaners, lawn mowers,
bicycles, a canoe, a rifle, St.
Louis Cardinal baseball
tickets, Six Flags tickets,
gift certificates to area
restaurants and stores and
many more!
For
comparison,
the
previous radio auction, held
in 1980, raised $5,000 worth of
goods and services.

Auction chairman Andy
Cox stated, "LOVE approached us in November
about sponsoring the auction.
Since
fraternities
emphasize
community
service, we were glad to
help."
Sigma Pi has recently had
some help from some ladies
in town. Assistant auction
chairman Jim Hays commented, " Everyone's really
chipping in to help LOVE. "

ROTC presents show
SOURCE:OPI
The U.S. Air Force
)rientation
Group
will
lresent
a
multi-image
lrogram entitled "Pioneers
)f Flight" Tuesday, WedJeSday and Thursday, May
1-5, in a 4O-seat mobile
heater in the parking lot
lear the Humanities-Social
lciences and Mathematics-

Computer Science buildings used in the presentation.
at UMR. The show also will
The program highlights
be presented at Rolla High the progress of American
School on Monday, May 2.
aviation from the beginning
The 25-minute program, of powered flight through the
which will include artwork, space age and beyond. It
photographs and original features aviation pioneers
music, will be shown con- . describing their experience
tinuously from 8 a.m.-3 p.m. with
flights ,
including
each day. Fifteen slide Jimmy Doolittle, recordprojectors, five screens and setting pilot and World War
a stereo sound system will be II hero; Jackie Cochran, the

first woman to fly faster
than the speed of sound, and
astronaut Charles Duke, who
walked on the moon. The
show concludes with a brief
description of opportunities
in the Air Force.
UMR Air Force ROTC and
Air Force Recruiting, in
cooperation with the Air
Force, will sponsor the show.

Flanigan helps turn

Ricehusks to power
SOURCE:OPI
Flanigan,
mechanical
flgineering at UMR, has
een serving as a consultant
o the Philippine National
'ood
Authority on an
~ternative energy project
hat seeks to produce
lectrical power by burning
ice husks. His participation
II the project is being

sponsored by the United
States Agency for International Development.
" I served as an adviser to
a team of Filipino engineers
from the National Food
Authority and helped them
to select a design for a
system that could produce
350 kilowatts of electricity by
burning
rice
husks,"
Flanigan explained.
" There are more than

10,000 rice mills in the
Philippines," he added,
" and they produce a
tremendous amount of husks
as a by-product. This project
will help the Philippines put
what was formerly a waste
product to good use. "
After a number of designs
were studied, a contractor
was selected for the project,
and the facility is currently
under construction.

" I've made two trips to the
Philippines so far as a
consultant for the design
phase of the project,"
Flanigan said. "I'll be going
back a third time after the
facility has been completed
to help run performance
tests. "
At UMR, Flanigan also is
the director of the GROW
(Gasification Research on
Wood) Project.

8ruce West

Miner of the Month
The Blue Key Miner of the
Month for March is Tim
Kassen of Theta Tau Omega.
Tim was chairman of Theta
Tau 's Casino Night which
grossed almost $3,000 for
char ity. Tim organized
workers, arranged for prize
donations and handled many
last-minute
problems
associated with the event.

Blue Key congratul<lU>$ Tim
for his efforts.
Applications for the April
award were placed in
organization mailboxes this
week and are due on
Tuesday, May 3. Blue Key
encourages all organizations
to enter an individual for this
award.

1]00 aJ~~[DAU
INTERCOILEGIATE KNIGlITS
The Intercollegiate Knights will have a meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday,
April 28, in the Mark Twain Room. All knights and pages are invited to
attend.
ROTC AWARDS
The annual ROTC Awards Ceremony will be held at UMR at 4 p.m.
ThW'Sday, April 28, outside, east of the nuclear reactor, between 13th
and 14th on Pine Street.
WARGAMERS ASSOCIATION OF ROLLA
The Wargamers Association of Rolla will hold the final meeting of
the semester at 8 p .m., Room 206 M-CS. The long-awaited National
Guard results will be disclosed.
UMR TARGET PISTOL CLUB
The UMR Target Pistol Club will hold a meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the
ritle range in the basement of T-2. New officers will be elected and all
members are urged to attend!
FREE CONCERT
The concert, which will be the tifth event in UMR's Remmers
Special Artist/Lecture Series, will be at 8 p.m. Thursday in the Cedar
Street Center. Established by UMR alumnus Walter E. Remmers and
his'wife, the series has brought former President Gerald Ford, pianist
Leonard Pennario, former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and
business journalist Louis Rukeyser to campus.
ASHRAE
The Rolla student chapter of ASHRAE will have a meeting oJ.
ThW'Sday, April 28, at 7 p.m. in Dr. Howell's house. See Room ME 236
for directions. Officers for the fall will be elected. Pizza and refreshments will be served free to members, $2 to non-members.
W.T. SCHRENK
W.T. Schrenk Chemistry Society meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Room
125 Chem-Chem Engr. Everyone is invited and refreshments will be
served.

aa~a[DA~

AIChE-ASCE PICNIC
The tirst joint AIChE-ASCE Picnic will be held on Friday, April 29,
at Lions Club Park. Plenty of food and beverages will be on hand. All
Civils and Chem. En.,gs. ~ ~ll!CQ..m~~ _
pm ETA SIGMA PICNIC
Phi Eta Sigma Picnic will be held from 3:30-dark Friday, April 29,
at Lions Club Park Pavilion 4. Hamburgers and soda and baked
beans, etc., will be served. All actives are invited. Please wear your
pins!

UMR CONcERT BAND
""".,.,..,..
"Song of the Prairie," a major work for band, will receive t ~
premier performance at I p.m. Sunday, May 1, at a Concert on t/
i
Mall presented by UMR's Concert Band.
Weather permitting, the concert will be held on campus, north 01 t/
University Center. In case of inclement weather, the concert will be l
•
Centennial Hall, University Center-East.

Calendar
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page14

We deliver
Friday, Saturday & Sunday Nights.
Free Pitcher of Soft Drink

~AUUJ)~[DAU
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with the purchase of a 15" pizza
of your choice .

Come join the Society of Women Engineers at their annual spring
banquet. This year it will be held at !talo's on April 30 at 4:30 p.m.
Dates are welcome and deadline is Friday. It's going to be a good
time! For more info contact Sharon at 341-3903 or Patti at 364-0133. See
you there and hope all can attend!
.
GRADUATESruDENTS
The CGS (Council of Graduate Students ) is holding a picnic for all
graduate students of UMR, on Saturday, April 30, at I p.m. The venue
is Pavilion 4, Lions Club Park. Plenty of food and refreshments will be
served. Make it a point to be there and bring your Frisbee, etc. ! ! !

Now featuring Bud , Busch, Coors
& Coors Light.
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UMR CHoiR AND ORCHESTRA
The UniverSity Choir and Orchestra of UMR will perform " The
Creation," by Franz Joseph Haydn, at 2 p .m. Sunday, May 1, in the
First Baptist Church, Ninth and Cedar st.reets.
The 56-voice choir and 33-piece orchestra will be directed by Joel
UMR assistant
of music.
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The Missouri Miner is the official publication of the
students of the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is
published weekly at Rolla, Missouri. The Missouri Miner
features activities of th e student and facult y of UMR .
Editor·ln·Chief
Dave Stanfield
364·979 2
Cindy Farina
341·2245
Business Manager
Ad vertising Director l aura Pagano. Dir.
364·3019
Carol Suit
364 -6993
Sheila Courtway. H eidi
Fluegel, Kirk lawson,
Melan ie Maior " Lisa
Delong,
Managing Editor
Karen Penn ey
364-6230
News Editor
Heraleen Sprenger
364·9903
Kevin Farrell. Mike Koop,
Clark Thurlo. Heidi Fluegel,
Liz Gearon. Dave
Donovan. Jennifer Barton,
Greg Rinker
Features Editor
Sherry Noonan
364·756 1
Pat Van Ryckeghem,
Janet Jan·
sen, Steve Penberthy,Mike
Stroder, Ross Warner,Craig
He ndricks, DarinHaverstick,
Chris DeGo nia
Sports Editor
l arry Tipton
364·9783
Pat Stu mpf. Asst. Editor
Scott White, Nancy Reiter,
Gil Kauffmann, Tracy
Boland, Tina H aldiman
Photo Editor
Tim Farrell
364-8345
Mark Vollmer, Nancy
Winkler, Tracy Gerhold.
Rick Bennett. Bruce West,
Distribution
John Macke. Joe Dieters
364·9783
Subscriptions are availabi'e to the general readership at a
rate of $7 per semester. Articles and photos for
publication in the Miner must be in by 9:00 p.m. on
Monday before distribution on Thursday.
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MATH HELP SESSIONS
KME will be holding only three, count them, three more help
sessions this semester. These help sessions are Monday and ThW'Sday
nights from 6:30-8 p.m. and are free to all students in algebra,
trigonometry and calculus. Come on in and get help before finals.
COILEGE REPUBUCANS
The College Republicans will be hosting guest speaker Gene McNary at 7:30p.m. in the Missouri Room (213), University Center-East.
Gene McNary is county executive of St. Louis County, and a
possible candidate for governor in 1984.
This is a good opportunity to talk with one of Missouri's leading
political figures. Everyone is invited. Refreshments will be served.
MSM CLIMBING CLUB
The MSM Climbing Club will have its last meeting of the year
tonight at 6:30 in Room '}J)7 Norwood Hall . Summer membership lists
will be distributed. All members are urged to attend.
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SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDENTS
Physics 21-25 & 107
7:30-9:00 p.m. each Tuesday
Room 130 Physics Building

'· SPA'fNG
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"Winnie The Pooh
A Day For Everyone"

MINORITY & WOMEN ENGINEERING PROGRAM
TUTORIAL SERVICES
Areas covered: Physics, Moth, EE, Engineering
Mechanics, Chemical Engineering, Chemistry,
Statics Dynamics, English & Economics, Compo Sci.
A complete schedule of times and dates is
available in Room 302 of the Rolla Building.
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~,Park appointedprovost
age14

~

.

SOURCE : OPI

Park has agreed to accept (Tomlinson)
Fort's
~
the position of vice chan- . resignation as provost last
Dr. John T. Park, chair- cellor for academic affairs," summer, Dr. WiXson was
man of the physics depart- said UMR Chancellor Joseph appointed acting provost on
lights.
ment at UMR, has been . M. Marchello. "He is well- a half-time basis," he said.
named vice chancellor for qualified for the poSition, "By December the campus'
academic affairs at UMR . . and I am confident he will do budget situation showed
The appointment,.which will an outstanding job. "
little potential for imbe a three-quarter time
Chancellor Marchello also provement.
pOsition, is effective July 1.
expressed his appreciation
"Our experience during
Dr. Bobby G. Wixson, who to Dr. Wixson. "Dr. Wixson the 1982 fall semester,
has been serving as acting did a fine job during the however, indicated that
provost, will return to months he served as acting Academic Affairs could be
teaching and research as a provost," he said. "I am administered on a threeprofessor of environmental grateful to him for his quarter time basis," he
added. "The situation was
health in the UMR depart- assistance."
WM)
with
ment of civil engineering
Budgetary ~onsiderations reviewed
;be.ntn'mOSI and will reassume the necessitated making the President (James) Olson,
and it was decided to
It.d. mo~ popu directorship of the UMR Position of vice chancellor
In. insuraJ1(, Center for International for academic affairs a three- proceed along those lines."
gramOn cam.
Because the poSition of
Programs and Studies. The quarter time appointment,
""s all OVer
position of provost will be Chancellor Marchello ex- vice chancellor for academic
America.
discontinued.
plained.
affairs is a three-quarter
ndoutwhy.
"I am pleased that Dr.
"Following .
Dr. time appointment, it will
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Summer loan
In order for a short-term
loan to be available for up to
$250 for summer fees and/ or
$50 for personal expenses by
the prescribed summer '83
fee due date, the Student
Financial Aid Office has
established the following
deadlines to submit shortterm loan requests to the
Student Financial Aid Office.
Pre-Registration
(any
session) - April 'Zl.
Four-Week Session I May 4.
Six-Week Session I - May
16.
Eight-Week Session I
May 18.
.
Four-Week Session II
June 1.
Short-term
loan
applications may be received
from the Student Financial
Aid Office, 106 Parker Hall.

m
7&9:05

~

JIm

the co-op office, 101 Buehler
Building.
Please remember that it is
imperative that you stop by
the co-op office for the
purpose of completing your
co-op work registration. The
co-op
student
work
registration fee for all C<H>p
students is $43, due to the
chancellor waiving the $10
supplemental fee on the
cooperative
engineering
credits. If this is ' not paid by
10 days into the school

,,,,,
.,,,re'~,

, Noone

Ider 18 yrs.

·Sun.
e8:15

~
J1~

Applications for Who's
Who Among Students jn
American Colleges and
Universities may be pic.ked
up at the Miner Canteen and
Student Activities, 202 Rolla
-Building.

Co-op
Registration
Work registration for the
summer and fall 1983 will
begin on April 25 and last
until the end of the semester.
This is a must for all C<H>p
students working during the
summer and falL This
registration will be held in

Sigma Xi
Last week's story. on the
Sigma Xi research awards
should have read:
Sharon Powell, chemistry
major, received the thirdplace award for her paper

SPI, AH Games • D&D Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine Rolla, MO 364-5581
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Who's Who

semester, there will be a late
charge of $43. This will bring
the total fee to $86.
So please register before
you leave the campus to go
to work.

~

Across street from campus park ing lot.
-New room s
-Utilities furnished
-Single Occupancy
-No transportation required
-Carpeted
-Telephone jacks (opt ional)
-Air conditioned
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-Electric heat
-Downtown
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allow Dr. Park to remain
active in research. "Dr.
Park is a distinguished
researcher,"
Chancellor
Marchello said, "and he will
be able to continue his work
in that area. "
Efforts to secure a new
chairman for the physics
department will begin immediately,
Chancellor
Marchello said.
Dr. Park joined the UMR
faculty as an assistant
professor of physics in 1964.
He became an associate
professor in 1968 and a full
professor in 1971. He was
named chairman of the
physics department in 1977.
He also served as a visiting
associate
professor
of
physics at New York
University during the 1970-71

"Effects of Microwave
DNA
Radiation
on
Replication in Vitro." Dr.
Roger Brown, associate
professor of the life science
department,
was
her
research adviser.

academic year.
He received a B.A. degree
from Nebraska Wesleyan
University in 1956 and a
Ph.D. from the University of
Nebraska in 1963. In ad:
dition, he spent the 1963-64
academic year as a National
Science Foundation (NSF)
Postdoctoral
Fellow at
University College, London.
A fellow of the American
Physical Society, Dr. Park
also belongs to the American
Association
of
Physics
Teachers and the American
Physical Society Division of
Electron
and
Atomic
Physics.
Dr. Park also has been a
Mid-America
State
ASSOCiation
Universities
lecturer in 1973-74, 1975-76
and 197&-77 and served on the

He has made numerous
scholarly presentations and
has a number of scholarly
and technical publications to
his credit. He also has been
the recipient of several
research grants, including
eight from NSF.
His honors include Outstanding Teacher and Young
Alumni Service awards. He
also has been selected a JC
Outstanding Young Man and
has been listed in "Who's
Who in American Colleges
and Universities."

.' Cb.ristopher Jewelers

i ~ l~'i?mondS
and Watches
Rolla, MO 364-2264
~in~

NOTICE:
SPECIAL
PURCHASE
PLAN
... available to UMR Graduating
Students for new and used cars and
trucks.
48-Month terms, low down payment,
$50 per month first three months.
Apply now at

Diehl Montgomery Ford
602 Bishop Ave. Rollo, MO

364-1211

--r------------------------------------------

~ R.-.__

Davisson-Germer
Prize
selection committee. In
addition, he is a member of
the University of Missouri
doctoral faculty and was a
member of the NSF NATO
Postdoctoral
Fellowship
Panel (1977).

.
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Isproot of draft constitutional?
IMR
The following letter was
written by Bob Edgar, U.S.

representative,
Pennsylvania, in response to the
Solomon Amendment, the
law that requires male
students to be registered for
the draft before receiving
financial aid.
Dear President:
I am writing to discuss the
law linking student ald to
draft registration.
The law, known as the
Solomon Amendment, if it

takes effect as scheduled
July 1, would prevent any
young man from receiving
federal student aid until be
certifies that he has complied with Selective Service
registration requirements.
This is more than just an
administrative headache for
students and universities. I
believe it is contrary to basic
principles of American
government.
Indeed,
a
federal district judge, in-

dicating
substantial
likelihood that the law will
be found unconstitutional,
has enjoined the Department
of Education from implementing it. Still, the issue
will not be resolved soon by
the courts, and I would hope
that the education community would speak out
strongly on the subject.
I want to ask you to join
me in working for legislative
repeal of the law and for
repudiation of the concept
that it represents.
I have several concerns.
First, under this law guilt is
determined and punishment
imposed on individuals
without judicial protection.
A student is presumed to be
not in compliance until he
certifies
that he has
registered. Registration is
law, and I would not advise
citizens to violate that law.
However,
punishment
should be imposed on
lawbreakers after a proven
offense, not before.

Who could it benifit? Moving the

Dropdate
It has come to my attention through an extremely reliable source that
when the moving of the drop
date to four weeks after the
start of school was proposed,
no students said a word
against this. What group of
students
could
this
proposition benefit? It could
not benefit anyone taking
physics. An extra and unneeded pressure would be
added when they take their
first phYSics test four weeks
after the semester starts.
Nor does this benefit anyone
who has grade problems.
These students need a lot of
help in order to come back

from a bad semester, and
four weeks is not enough
time for them to · make a
logical decision as to if they
can pass with these courses.
However, these actions do
benefit one group of
students, those that have
never had grade problems.
The benefit for these
students is that they will
graduate from a smaller
school.
My plea is that when you
have to vote on another
policy, think of the benefits
for all the students here.
Bob McEntee
66475

HAR~·
·
AnUETle

Second,
the
Solomon
Amendment places an unfair
burden on young men (not on
young women or on older
men), and furthermore only
on young men who attend
college and who need
financial aid.
Third, the law adds a
redundant penalty on top of
the already severe penalty
facing non-registrants (five
years imprisonment and
$10,000
in fines).
The
director of Selective Service
has testified that linkage to
student aid is not very useful
in improving compliance
rates. Already 98 percent of
the draft-eligible men have
registered, and It seems

premise location m 1983-84
Dear Student:
We at United Telephone as this year, you can save
wish to extend our ap- money by placing your
preciation of your business service on "vacation rates ...
during the 1982-83 school Vacation rates are only half
year. The business activity the local service rate and
that you and UMR bring the there is "no installation
Rolla community and our charge" when you return,
plus you retain your number
company is excellent.
In order to do a better job that is already in the
for you in the 1983-84 school . directory.
year, we need your help.
Telephone orders for service
placed at the beginning of a
school year normally will be
worked in the sequence they
are received. Many times
there are delays because of
weather
conditions,
emergency
situations,
volume of orders and unforseen activities. These
delays are unfortunate for
hoth the customer and
company, and many times
cause
bad
customer
relations for years. We
request your assistance to
eliminate this situation if at
all possible.
If you want to retain your
present telephone number
and will be living at the same

BELL
341-2666

Select New Models

2SCYo OFF

30% OFF

Select group by
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UTS wants to thank you

Softball & Related Merchandise Sale
Cleats
Softball/Baseball Gloves

stand. Legislative ' repeaJ
would avoid lengthy and
costly court battles and
continued uncertainty in the
academic community.
I hope you will discuss !be
issue with your colleagues
and will arrange a meeting
to let your representative
and senators know what this
law means to your IDstitution.
Thank you for your attention to this matter. I
would
welcome
your
thoughts, and if I can help
you at all, please let me
know.
.
Smcerely,
Bob Edgar,
Rep. 7th District, Pa

Hello,

GOODS

904 Pine

unreasonable to expect that cOmpel young men to be
patriotic, but the governthe remaining 2 percent many of whom are neither ment must be very careful
attending
college
nor how it tries to promote good
citizenship.
receiving financial aid In light of the inapwill be induced to register by
this law. The inefficiency of propriate role assigned to
this
administrative 'the university by this law, I
procedure is something hope you will join with those
ahout which you can speak members of Congress who
are working to repeal It.
first hand, I am sure.
the Ahout 50 members have
Enforcement
of
registration law is being called on Congress to correct
done and should be done its mistake and have c0through the courts. The sponsored my bill, H.R. 1286,
government should not to repeal the law. We
deputize other organizations recognize that until the issue
to identify miscreants and to is finally settled in the court
exact punishment.
The or until we achieve full
Solomon Admendment is not repeal, students and colleges
a very subtle attempt to will be uncertain where they

If you know the location

you will be moving to next
year and the date you would
return for service, please
place your order now to
eliminate
delays
and
standing in line.
If you are leaving for the
summer and do not know
where you will be living next

fall , call us collect as soon as
you know the address to
place your order. The
business office number is

rhO rouldn'
lr. David

~ studE
~icipatili
~ents

for I

III it is U
bese stu
iillberetul
The romp
314/341-2500.
",er the
We at United Telephone lays, beg!
appreciate your cooperation ay. It s
in this matter. Looking peeches p
forward to providing you eazn captai
better service in 1983-84.
hen ju~
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UM R places 12th in

nt

Dune buggy 'aces

glsIative """'.,

By CHRIS DeGONIA

Id I..... ·.,..,.,
""6",y ~

battles .'" On Tuesday, April 19, four
!JCertainty In ~. UMR mechanical engineers
)~lIl!ity. U. along vnth a campus
Will discuss

u.

yow. COU~
[angea~
r representatll'l
S klxlw Wbat!hi

representative left for EI
Paso, Texas, to participate
In a mini-baja competition.
1bese members of SAE

designed and built a "dune
, to l'OOr ~ buggy... They started the
design in September and
/II for l'OOr at- began the construction in
this matter. I January.

come

YOI.a

00 UI can heq The four senior MEs who
please let ~ traveled to El Paso were
William A. Watson II, team
captain; Clyde Dennis; Jay
Sincerel~ B. Immele, and Kevin Sitton.
BobEdg~
'lthDistrict,Pa '!be UMR representative
was Gerry Dolan, a graduate
student. The adviser of SAE
who couldn't make the trip Is
Dr. David Ardayfio. UMR
SAE students have been
participating in similar
events for about nine years,
but it is the first year for
these students, one of whom
will be returning in the fall.
The competition took place
over the course of three
days, beginning on Thursday. It started off vnth
speeches presented by each
team captain. The cars were
then judged for design,
appearance and economics.
The stipulation for each car
was that it should be
designed so that 4,000 cars

per year of its type could be
commercially produced and
sold to the public for $1,500
each. The UMR team
members built theirs for
$1,100. It weighed 335
pounds. These cars are not
yet street legal.
On Friday, three events
took place - a hill climb, a
slalom course and a drag
race. The hill climb tested
the car's durability by
timing to see If and how long
it took the car to make it to
the top of a hill. The slalom
course was also a timed
event · which
tested
maneuverability. The course
was made up of an area
covered vnth rocks and
bricks which led into a
hairpin turn, over a 2-foot
jump and through pylons.
Last, the cars participated in
a drag race which was just a
test of speed.
The last event which took
place on Saturday was a
four-hour endurance race.
Points for this were determined by the car that
completed the most laps. Not
one car, however, finished
the race vnthout making a
pit stop. Only eight out of 32
cars completed the race. The
UMR car performed for
three hours and 15 minutes.
Breakdowns were due to the
rack and pinion steering and

a flat tire. Because of a
limited budget, they could
not afford a spare. They
estimated the driving speed
to be about 30 mph.
The final results aren't in,
but the team guessed that It
finished about 15th overall.
The team members said that
if they had known a little . . .~.
more about the course they
would have made the appropriate adjustments. They
were also working on a
limited budget.
Two of the top finishers
were
California
State
University-Los Angeles and
the University of Texas·
Arlington, each of which had
two entries.
Bruce West
The race was sponsored by
Briggs and Stratton, which
Pictured above Is the dune buggy raced by four UMR SAE members in El
supplies engines that must
Paso, Texas, last week; The buggy held up fairly well and placed 12th
be used on each car. Other
overall.
sponsors of the UMR team
A t,ibuteto
were General Motors, which
has a fund at UMR for SAE;
Kelsey Industrial Brake
Division ; Old World Inc. ;
Memorial Day honors mothers and children went nation. A year later the
Miner's Town Kawasaki,
members of our Armed to a cemetery to decorate the Grand Army of the Republic,
and Noranda Aluminum.
Union's
veterans
Next year's team will Forces who gave their lives graves of their Civil War the
dead. When they finished organization, called upon all
design and build its own car. to preserve our way of life.
President Lincoln, in that placing the flowers, they members to observe May 30
Parts from this year's car
noticed nearby graves of as a special day - a day to
will be sold and used for famous address at Getother UMR projects · and tysburg, said " .. . we here Union soldiers bare and decorate the graves of
some used for next year's highly resolve that these forgotten. They decorated
see
dead shall not have died in those graves also.
car.
Word of this act of comGood luck to next year's vain; ... that government of
Memorial Day
team and congratulatiOns to the people, by the people, for passion spread, and it
page 7
the people, shall not perish touched the hearts of the
this year's.
from the earth."
On this Memorial Day, we
Finals
reaffirm that promise. We
express our debt to those
who died while helping to
female amazons wearing win and then to protect our
gold slippers. But seriously nation's freedom.
The (ollowing review sessions are sponsored by student Councll.
Across the nation, com- They will be held from 7-9 p.m .:
folks ...
Monday, May 2
For things around the munities and private citizens
ME 104
Wright
station: Tune in tomorrow are displaying this nation's Math 8
Powell
Math 21
CE 117
night . between 9 and mid- flag. Special observances,
22
HSS G-s
Joiner
night and Matt will take your such as parades and wreath Math
Math
Dept.
staff
Math 2, 4 CE 114
requests. If you have the laying ceremonies, are being
Tuesday, May 3
guts to ask for it, he'll have held at commemorative Chern S
Chern G-3
BeIsteI
MechofMatis CE 117
the guts to play it. Monday, sites and monuments.
Cunningham
The tradition of honoring
WedDesday, May 4
May 2, Doug Canady will
CompSci73 Pbys 104
Comp. ScI. Dept. Staff
feature Bob Dylan on our our war dead on a special
CE
114
Phys23
Cole
regular 6-9 p.m. artist day began more than a
CE117
Pbys24
Anderson
century ago. There are
feature.
Thursday, May 5
several accounts of the
Math 6
Math Dept. staff
Pbysl04
origin of Memorial Day. One Statics
C1azzo
ChemG-3
is that in 1867 in Columbus,
Dynamics
Ricci
Mlningl07C
Miss., a group of vndows,

Memorial Day

,oundwaves

Hi, it's me again. The

Grimice. Sorry I haven't
written to ya in so long, but
things go real busy and I
asked a couple of the other
DJs (who are more talented
at writing than me) to
compose a few of the
Groundwaves you've read
lately. They were really
good ; thanks a lot, Eddie
and Mike!
This is the second to last

364-4544

Groundwaves of the spring
'83 semester (yea!). Next
fall, Jack Golterman will be
in charge of getting these
letter/stories printed. He's
gonna be the public relations
director of our beloved
KMNR. If you ever have a
suggestion and/or bitch, he's
the man to talk to. Normally
you would talk to the station
manager about things like
that, but Marshall's throne
may only be approached by

Plzza 1nn:t
For pizza out itS Pizza Inn:

Review sessions

Hwy.63
&Pine

. . _.~~==-u=:PO==-..
-~--~ I __ I~""O==-u:;;;po==~. _ _ •
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99 c PIZZA
Buy any pizza and get the next
smaller same style pizza with equal
number of toppings for $.99.
Present this coupon with guest
check. Not valid with any other
offer.
ExpiratIon
May 5, 1983

~
,.

" ',.,,
~

IIII

$2 or $1 OFF
Get $2.00 off a large or $1.00 off
a medium size pizza, any style and
as many toppmgs as you want.
Present this coupon With guest
check. Not valid with any other
offer.
Expiration'
May 5, 1983

II

II
I
II
I
II
I
II
I
______ ,,, 1__________ 1

"End of Year" Special
On Univega & Bianchi
We also stock parts & accessories
and repair all bikes.

Quality bikes starting at $135.
Completely asse mbled
and guaranteed.

Pedal Power
3 10 E. 6th Rolla 364·2412

12-6 p .rn .. Sat. 10-6 p .m .
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You, vacation in

By MIKE STRODER
It Is a known fact that
many local students flee to
Florida for their school
breaks. But have you ever
asked yourself - where do
the Floridians go for their
summer breaks? That's
right, they come to actionpacked Rolla. You are now
certainly asking yourself
"For God's sake, why?" We
think we may have the an-

.. [eftl

Scenic Rolla, Missouri
swer. Our investigative
team
found
reporting
bulletins similar to the one
below circulating around
Florida campuses. Rest
assured - Mike Wallace has
been notified and beads will
roll .
fly-by-Night Tours Inc.
presents
Your Vacation In
ScenIc ROLLA, MO
' ''!be Atbeos of the Ozarks"

Day 1 - You arrive in
sunny Rolla! You'll be tired
from your long journey, so
rest up, there are lots of fun
filled days ahead. You'll be
staying at one of Rolla's
numerous quaint motels, the
Norman
Bates
motel.
Formerly the Manor Inn, the
establishment
offers
"reasonable rates, a shower
in every room and a stay
that you'll remember the
rest of your life. "

Day 2 - It's your day on
the town. Be sure to wear
green so you'll blend in with
the natives! Visit the aweinspiring Bow-Wow plant, or
travel down Pine Street and
challenge the locals In trucks
with &-foot tires to a race.
Stop in for lunch at one of
Rolla's several thousand
fast-food restaurants for a
taste of Rolla cwsme,
famous
throughout
the
Ozarks. Also, find time to
visit the area's No. 1 tourist
attraction : the Black Hole of
Rolla.
Day 3 - Your guided tour
of the UMR campus will fill
you
with
awe.
This
university, established in
1870 as part of an elaborate
practical joke, offers you
untold excitement. The
historic Hockey Puck will be
your first stop. Be sure to
visit the adjoining open-air
shopping mall, where quaint
green jacketed clerks will be
eager to help you. Then on to
Parker Hall, where you can

observe administrative foulups in their formative
stages.
After that, you will
visit the Computer Science
Center and place a wreath on
the Shrine of the Unknown
Hacker
(a
perfectly
preserved Comp. Sci. freshman at his terminal which
displays only one word LOGOFF). A trip to the
library caps off this thrilling
extravaganza.
Day 4 - A day to relax and
unwind. This is a good day to
visit one of Rolla's many
postage stam(Tsize parks. A
picnic is suggested, because
these parks are generally too
small for any athletic activity. · Or maybe you'd
prefer to visit one of Rolla's
numerous video arcades for
a quick game or 20. You will
also surely want to take
home souvenirs of your
glorious vacation, so be sure
to hit all the interstate
tourist traps.

Day 5 - A trip to the mauy
wild animal parks of Rolla Is
in store for you today. Loot
for the houses with Greet
letters. 1bere you will flad
an Incredible variety of wild
animals In their native
habitat. Petting areas have
been established at eaeb
house. Caution - Please
don't feed or taunt them!
They may become vicious.

city

riJIllI
'verslt

~

Wben nightfall arrives,
make your last night on !be ghUI
town memorable with a visit
t tJ
to one of Rolla's worldIe t
famous nightspots, which ursed.
offer a wide range of decor werin
and cheap beer.
&ebt th!

Igbt.
Tears begin to well in your
eyes as you see the RoUa
skyline disappearing over
the horizon. You'd love to
just chuck it all and stay
here forever but ... well, it's
time to head for home. At
least you have wonderful
memories of your trip to !be
Athens of the Ozarks Rolla, Mo.
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The five Greek Week queen finalists wait for the crowning of the 1983
Greek Week queen at Elysian Field on Saturday. They are, from left,
Sigrid Green, fourth runner-up; Sherry Noonan, first runner-up; Laura
DePasquale, queen; Desiree King, third runner-up, and Kimm Boecker,
second runner-up .
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S.U.B.

Spring Fishing
Tournament
·Saturday
April 30
7:30 to 4:00
Enter at

liOn The
Loose ll

Stereo Buff' 5
Sound
Spectacular
SALE
Receivers Speakers Turntables
Tape Decks Car Stereos
Televisions Equalizers Power Boosters
Video Equipment Portable Radios Blank Tapes
Head Phones Amplifiers & More

TUESDAY AND
WEDNESDAY ONLY
May3&4
10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

MANOR INN
Rolla
Quantities are limited! Don't miss out!
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Left handers

An overlookedminority
By DARREN HAVERSTICK
UMR, by law, has to
provide ample facilities for
the handicapped. It is also
required to treat every
student the same, regardless
of race, color, or creed.
Despite all the laws and
regulations that provide for
Wlbiased treatment, one
minority is continuously
discriminated against at this
university
almost
thoughtlessly. I'm talking
about the small group of
people that is blessed, or
cursed, with the overpowering urge to favor the
Use of the left hand over the
right.

campus, left-handed
people are discriminated
against in many ways. Some
of these ways are obvious.
Some are more subtle. Just
look in any classroom and
try to find a desk made for a
southpaw. I can tell you,
there are not very many.
'The school has ramps and
water fountains designed for
handicapped use. Why can't
there be a few more lefthanded desks? Some say it
isn't that big of a deal.
You're right, it's not a major
concern. It's just an inconvenience. Try writing on
a left-handed desk when
you're right-handed. It's
quite awkward.
On

s

Besides the desk situation,
there are other examples of

bias toward "righties." Go
into the bookstore and ask to
buy a left-handed pencil. The
personnel will look at you
like you're crazy. "We don't
sell those here," they will
sneer. It's like the things
don't exist! Being lefthanded most of my life, (I
favored my left foot until the
age of 6), I know the trouble
a person can have using a
writing instniment made for
the wrong hand. Ask any of
my teachers. Even ask the
editor. My writing is borderline illegible. My letters
slant the wrong way and are
all made funny. I keep the
eraser
companies
in
business. Writing neatly
with a pen is impossible.
This is a common problem,
not just my own, for people
who lean to the left. Why
can't we get the tools we
need?
You'd
think
English
teachers would give us a
break because we can't find
left-handed pencils. Maybe
they could work out some
kind of grading curve. Actually, writing left-handed
wouldn't be so bad if the
language we use wasn't
right-hand oriented. English
is written from left to right.
When you're right-handed,
your writing hand proceeds
what you're writing. When
you're left-handed, your
hand rests on what you've
already written causing it to
smudge and blur. I suggest
training lefties to write from

right to left. Reading it
would be no harder. The
time you normally take
deciphering
left-handed
writing would be spent
getting used to reading the
other way.

handed
clocks,
administering tests that are
left-handed (true for false,
false for true) and giving
handicap parking stickers to
people who suffer with the
abnormality.

Other little things that
could be changed at UMR to
benefit left-handed people
are the installation of left-

Is this too much to ask in a
country based on equality
and justice? For centuries
we have been expected to

Memorial Day
comrades who had died in
defense of their government.
Similar rites were held in the
South.
Then, in 1882, Decoration
Day became Memorial Day
to describe more fully the
people's feelings. With the
passing years, Memorial
Day has become a salute to
the military dead of all our
wars.
Thus, today, we honor
those who fell in battle - on
land, at sea, or in the sky. We
honor those who put their
country above self to enable
others to live and enjoy
countless freedoms.

represent every conflict m
which the United States has
been involved since we
became a nation. These men
and women come from all of
America - from every part
of our land and from every
walk of life. And we should
recognize that they also
lived and worked to protect
our country.
The primary objective of
the United States in all past
conflicts was either to
preserve or restore peace.
Today we are fortunate. Our
nation is not at war. We hope
that peace will continue in
the future. But, whatever VIe
future holds, hiStory has
shown that we must be

These honored dead total
more than 1 million. "They
represent those who fought
and died in the American .
Revolution to give us our
cherished freedom. They

Our · first
president,
George Washington, stated
this obligation in these
words: "The best way to
prevent a war is to be ready
to fight one."
At memorial services
honoring our heroic war
dead, a lone bugler will play
taps. It is the last military
bugle call each day, and is
always sounded at military
funerals.
The music for taps was
written during the Civil War.
The words set to the music of
taps carry a message of
comfort and strength.

Driving on the left side of the
road is fun if there's no
traffic coming.

from page5
"Day is done,
Gone the sun,
From the lakes,
From the hills,
From the skies,
All is well,
Safely rest,
God is nigh."
As we honor those who
have fallen in defense of our
country's ideals, let us show
our gratitude by renewing
our
determination
to
preserve those principles for
which they fought. Let us
here promise to ensure that
this nation is prepared to
protect our heritage of
freedom,
justice
and
equality.

Show us good credentials, and the world's leading developer
and producer of multilayer ceramic capacitors will:

1201 Bishop Sun.·Thurs. 10 a .m.·12 a.m . Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.·2 a.m.

y

militarily prepared.

Even though we're few in
number and aren't greatly
different from others, we are
still here and are trampled
or unnoticed. ~ the next
time you have the chance to
make a difference, do It·.

1983 Mechanical
Engineering Grads

~mCDaBEbb~

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Beefy Tostada and
A Medium Drink

es

function correctly in a
predominantly right-handed
world.
Isn't is about time we
got a break? All day long we
study,
using
"right"
triangles, or drive and worry
about who has the "right of
way."
Why couldn't we once
let 90 degrees equal a "left
angle?"

$1.65

Hire you at a very competitive salary.
Team you with top engineers.
Reward expertise; encourage career initiatives.
Offer you matchless benefits.
Giv.e you a remarkable location.
Pick up your moving expenses.

Your solid academic record, complemented by "shirt sleeve" experience, puts you among the top contenders for openings at AVX
Corporation. We'll begin you immediately coordinating projects and
troubleshooting machine modifications. If you have microprocessing
applications course work or experience, you may be responsible for
assembly, encapsulation and testing functions, as well as process
control, product reliability and raw material usage control.

Made with a crispy tortilla. Pinto beans. Specially seasoned
ground beef. Garden fresh lettuce. Heal shredded cheddar
cheese. Natural sour cream. Diced tomatoes. Topped with
an olive slice.

. S.U.B. presents

Send us your resume ...
or letter outlining your background , and if you're qualified, we'll give
you full details on our career advantages. Among the Immediate
rewards: full medical, dental and life insurance coverage, stock pur..
chase and bonus program , profit sharing, tuition reimbursement...and one of the most attractive year-round resort communities
on the East Coast.

Scott lones-COMEDIAN

Check into our growth climate without delay. Write to: Mr. R. Aiosa,
Director, Professional Staffing, AVX Corporation, P.O. Box 867,
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina 29577.

Good only on·Tuesdaw May 3, and Thursday, May 5

"A Wizard on the piano and guitar. He also happens to be hilarious"

~
~~k

~~-.

Friday, April 29
entennial Hall 8:00 p.m~.,•
Admission FREE

~,..~

.~:.;:~

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/H

r
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I;.. :( CORPORATION -
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Even in the 20th century

Final Exam
Schedule

i

I

t"
I
II

The final exam period will begin Monday, May 9, 1983, at 7:30 a.m.
and end at 5:30 p.m. Saturday, May 14, 1983. Common finals are
scheduled for those courses listed in Section II below. Room assignments for common finals will be armounced by the instructor.
The courses not covered in Sections I, II, III are to be arranged by
the instructor in cooperation with the students in that course.
L Evening Course Finals are scheduled for the evening session
during final week.
II. Common Finals include all sections. (Room to be scheduled by
Registrar).
Monday, 7:30-9:30
ChE2l>
Saturday, la-noon
CE265
Tuesday,
3:30-5:30
CScI73,260
Monday, 7:30-9:30
EE6I,63, 281
Thursday, 1-3
EM50, I50
Wednesday, 7:30-9:30
EMllO
Wednesday, 7:30-9:30
Hist 112,175, 176
Monday, la-noon
Math 2, 4, 8, 22
Monday, 7:30-9 :30
Math 6
Thursday, 1-3
Math 21
FrIday, 7:30-9 :30
Math 204, 215, 229
Tuesday, 3:30-5:30
ME 204
Wednesday, 7:30-9:30
ME 205
Thursday, 7:30-9:30
ME219,229
Saturday, la-noon
ME 225
FrIday, 7:30-9 :30
ME 261
Wednesday, 3:30-5:30
Phys21
Thursday, 7:30-9 :30
Phys 23, 24, 25, 107
III. Regular Finals
FIrst Weekly Class Meeting TIme
FInaJ Exam TIme
MondaY, 7:30
Friday, 3:30-5:30
Monday, 8: 05 or 8: 30
Monday, 1-3
MondaY, 9:30
TuesdaY, 1-3
Monday; 10:30
WednesdaY, l-3
WednesdaY,la-noon
MondaY, ll :30
MondaY, 12:30
ThursdaY,la-noon
MondaY, I:30
FrldaY, 1-3
MondaY, 2:30
Saturday, 7:30-9:30
Wednesday, 3:30-5:50
TuesdaY, 8:05or8 :30
Tuesday, 9:30
Tuesday, 7:30-9:30
Tuesday, 10:30
TuesdaY, la-noon
TuesdaY, ll:05orll :30
Thursday, 3:30-5:30
TuesdaY,12:30
FrIday, la-noon
TuesdaY, I :30 or2 :05
MondaY, 3:30-5:30
According to the Manual of Information (p . 61) , all requests to
change the final schedule because of conflicts or having three or more
examinations scheduled on one day" are to be made in the Registrar's
Office at least one week before the beginning of the final examination
week" (FrIday, April 29).

II

..
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Stereo Buff's
Sound
Spectacular
SALE
Receivers Speakers Turntables
Tope Decks Cor Ste reos
Televis ions Equalizers Power Boosters
Video Equipment Portable Radios Blank Tope s
Head Phones Amplifiers & More

Love at first sight
By CRAIG A. HENDRICKS
A wonderful thing happened to me recently. I fell in
love. It happened in such a
fantastic, storybook way, it's
hard to believe. All of my life
I've never dated many girls.
In my imagination I could
picture exactly what "the
right one" would be like. I
had even seen her in my
dreams. I knew she was out
there somewhere.
Then, about a month ago, I
came to the point that I could
stand it no longer, I cried out
to God that I could not wait, I
needed to meet her now.
Less than three weeks later
it happened.
It was Easter weekend. I
was at an Eckankar seminar
in Washington, D.C. Over
3,000 people in attendance. I
was listening to someone
speak when suddenly I got
an uneasy feeling inside. I
felt as if I needed to be
somewhere else, perhaps
walking in the halls of the

So I got up, didn't see anyone

going to Cafe Splendide with
I knew in the halls, so I went several Canadian friends.
to my room.
She asked me what my plans
At the same time a young were. I said I had none, so
lady from Toronto, Canada, she invited me to go with
was also sitting in the same her. I said, "Sure."
seminar
feeling
an
The seminar soon broke
uneasiness. She went to her for dinner. As her Canadian
room to grab a bite to eat friends met her there by the
perhaps that was it. No, that door, she introduced me to
wasn't it. Her room was only them. There were six of us three doors down from mine.
it was raining, so we all
We both stepped out of our packed into a cab and went
rooms at the same time. As to Cafe Splendide.
we walked down the hall we
As we entered the small
began talking and caught an restaurant, they were busy
elevator together. On the and didn't have a table for
elevator she told me she was all six of us. We saw a table
Ramona
Machado,
for four open in one spot and
pronounced as in "my
a table for two in another
area. She and I looked at
shadow." We were both
going back down to the each other and decided we'd
seminar. We both went into
take the table for two. Before
the seminar, but we stood
the food came, the table for
near the door until after the
two next to the table for four
speaker was finished so as
opened up. Her friends came
not to disturb anyone. lover and invited us to move.
asked her if she had plans for
Ramona and I were enjoying
dinner. She said she was ourselves, we looked at each

other and said, "No thanks,
we'll just stay."
We finished eating before
the others and walked back
to the hotel.in the rafn. I IGId
her of my m~rest m IIIU8Ic
and of my fnend who wrote
songs. So when we got back
to the hotel, she changed,
then met me 'in my room
where I serenaded her.
Soon it was time for !be
eve~g session . of !be
serrunar. I was gomg to be
performing some mUSic so
we parted, knowing, without
making any plans, that we'd
see each other again. Sure
enough, after the seminar,
we ran into each other. Fate
was definitely with us. We
stayed up until 3 a.m. We
took a walk in the Hilton's

see
Love
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DON'T MISS IT!
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si.,:eos *Classi.,:ieOs *Classi
FOR SALE: 1971 Dodge Charger, 74,xxx miles, good condition
brown metallic, white vinyl top, 383 magnum, power, $1 ,375, call 341:
Z794, ask (or Steve.
FOR RENT : Summer semester, new mobile home, 2 bedroom,
(urnished, central alr, ali electric, $ISO plus utilities, cali 341-3919.
FOR RENT: Fully (urnlshed 3 or4 bedroom house (or summer only.
l>-10 minute walk (rom campus. Includes washer/ dryer and (ull kitchen. Located at 710 E. 14th St. Rent is $308 per month, may be less
depending on the number o( people. Cali 364-1668 (or more In(ormation.

Earn $500 or more each school Year. Monthly payment for
placing posters on campus. Bonus based on resuIts. Prizes
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: Summer session. One bedroom
awarded as well. 800-526-{)883.
Rooms available (or summer school students. $50 a month plus
utilities. House - 2 blocks (rom campus. Cali 3&Hi943, Room 32.

apartment, 1 mile (rom campus, $110/month plus half utilities. air
conditioned, only one year old, cali 364-7n4.

FOR SALE: 1973 Yamaba TX 750cc. New : Rebuilt engine, (000
miles), tires, paint, chain and sprocket, battery, $600, cail Mike at 341-

Do you need a baby sitter (or the summer scbool S-week session? So do
I! I would like to (ind someone who is willing to exchange equal time
CIHlp baby-sittlng. If you are interested, please call Connie at 364-7251

3538.

a(ter4p.mc

' 1 would like a rider or two to help with gas (or anywhere between
Rolla and Dailas, Texas. I will be leaving during the week o( (inals,
cail 364-8733.
Are you moving to Rapid City, S. Dak. (or somewhere thereabouts)
this summer? We plan to move there in mid-August, and are looking
(or someone to share rental on a moving truck with us. If interested,
cali 341-2388.
FOR SALE: Motorcycle helmets, high quality, Electro brand, Proseries, very I good condition. Black: size 71/4 , red : size 7,.. These
helmets can be painted. Only $40 each (were $70 new) , cali 341-2388.

ge12
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C.M.,
•
I'm sorry about everything. I love you even though I said that I
didn't. You are the only one (or me here in Rolla, the rest are cheap
substitutes. I realize that I have lost you (or good. We had good times
and bad, but you were always so good to me no matter what. I will
never (orget you. I miss you. I will always remember you.
Love,
C.J .
Angela,
At a lime when I have little reason to smile, you come and make me
see that I have more than I could ever dream of.
Last Semester Here
Mo,
Happy birthday! It's about time. Maybe your new roommate will
have a party (or "you guys." This will be a birthday you'll never
(orget (or remember). I'll rnlssyo~xtyear.
Hosehead

FOR SALE: TI59 and a TI PC-lOOC Thermal Printer/ Piotter; both
are in excellent condition as they have been rarely used; combined
retail price $475; will sell (or $300 together or $175 apiece separately,
call John Kurz at 364-8115.
Two guys are looking (or a roommate - (ully (urnlshed, 3 bedroom
house, located on Cedar Street, i( interested call Nancy at 364-1801.
FOR SALE: 4 15X8 CRAGAR SS/ QT wheels, excellent condition,
cali Jeff at 364-8917.
ROOMMATES WANTED: Willing to move in house with other males
or get together and (ind a house. Would prefer own room and close
location to campus. Can contact me anytime, leave message if not
available, Scott, 341-3903.
FOR SALE: Maxell duplicating master quality tapes (UD-XLI-8) .
Gray case, includes box and label. C-OOS $2.SO eaCh. C-90s $3 each.
Phone 364-9905 and ask (or Jay between noon and 10 p.m.
FOR SALE: Perfect desk (or UMR student. 46-inch-by-2(}-inch top ;
seven drawers (one lockable ); overhead bookshelves, and built-in
fluorescent desk light. Best offer. Call 364-4973 and ask (or Bob.
Pick up shirts and prizes from Little Piney Swamp-a-thon at On the
Loose. Winning times will be posted.
SUMMER ROOMS FOR RENT : Need 2 or 3 people to share a house
with another student. 3 bedrooms, (ull kitchen, living room, (amily
room. Monthly total rent $330 plus utilities. Rent will be divided
equally among 3 or 4 people. Location : 1108 N. Rolla, corner o( 12th
and Rolla, directly across (rom University Center East, phone 3641875.
One roommate needed (or the (ali semester. The apartment is a
Towne and Campus apartment, located across from Civil E . Your
share o( the rent will be $110. Cali Mark at 364-5467 (or more in(ormation.

MOVE AHEAD '
IN NUCLEAR
ENGINEERING
N uci E'a r energy is the power source o f tomorrow .
And yo u can becomE' a n ex pert in it today .
As a Navy N uci ea r Officer , you'll ge t expe rie nce
yo u ca n ' t gE't in private industry . Plus unpa ra lle led
tra inin g. top pay , travel and comple te benefits .
If you'r" a coll E'ge grad uatE' with a yea r of colIpgp-lev,,1 physics a nd ca lculus , you ' re e ligibl e to
bE'come a Navy Nuclea r Office r. Con tact:

Navy Officer Programs
210 N. Tucker Blvd.
St.louis, MO 63101
(314) 263-5000

t\l

~)

2

In Our
Store

a
9

FLAVOR OF THE WEEK

MINT CHIP

TAVERN

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-10; Sunday 2-10
1005 N. Pine, Rolla, MO

ATTENTION

There are thirty-one student rooms for rent at 1701 N. Pine
Street. Male or female students welcome.
-Carpeted
-Cable TV paid
-Well insulated and energy efficient
-Complete with beds, dresser and desks
-Laundry facilities on premises
-Common off-street parking
-One block from UMR
- Each room contains a large 12'x 15' main room
with closet & bath
-Completely new brick building
- Paid utilities
-Central heating & air conditioning
The student room renter is responsible for:
-Good maintenance
-Proper behavior to neighbors
-No pets
-Pro'mpt payments
The rooms will rent on a contractual basis for $125.00 per
month per student with two students per room. Please
address any inquiries to Karen Willy, 1034A Kingshighway,
Rolla. Tel. No. 364-0177

364-2384

.~~!-'''''I''----------------------------------------------

------ ---- ~-----
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CO-OP STUDENT: Female roommate wanted for spring semester.
very close to campus (2 blocks). own bedroom. cheap and very nice.
Ideal for co-op student. Contact Taml at 364-6618.

Grandma.
Let ·s play doubles again sometime. I ' ll miss you next season. Wish
we'd done better!
Loveya.
Wickey
Dear Brenda :
For all the times that you wrote. edIted . typed and retyped on a
moment·s notice. in addItion to advising. listening. caring and sharing
our concerns .. . Happy Secretary's Week!
MEP

FOR SALE : Four 13·lnch Wheels. low mUeage. good condition.
make offer, call 364-7167.

LOST : Old you find my navy blue umbrella? If so. contact Sharon at
341-3903. Can Identify and really want It back.

Brand new Texas Instruments TI·99/ 4A home computer. never used,
16K memory. RF modulator. full warranty from TI wlII be In your
name. Will sell below my cost. call 364-7167.

To My Lover (with the g.l.a.)
You may be out of my sight after graduation. but you won·t be out of
my heart.

LOST: One set of keys, has 2 SlU room keys, house key. car key. etc.
It was lost on Saturday. April 23. possibly at Greek games. If found.
please call LeeAnn at 364-3327.

My Dear Roomie.
Just because we're In the same Comp Sci class doesn·t mean you
can Just "borrow" my programs.

The ladies of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. are having a party on

Mophead.
I liked the leather. dId you? Don't be sorry .

I kept looking for Greek Gods last week ... but all I could find were
drunks In sheets.
Goddess
'fhree.bedroom mobUe home for sale : Unfurnished, skirted and set·
up at Stately Mansions. $6,500. call 364-7139.

April 29 at Tech Engine Club from 8 p.m. ·1 a.m . Refreshments will be
served.
WANTED : Sportswriters for next fall. Varsity athletes preferred.
Men and women. experience helpful. but not required. Good pay,
benefits. If Interested. call LaITy Tipton at 364-9783.
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom house. $400 per month. 2 miles from
campus, lease requlred. call 364-2384.

To : Hugh
Now and forever there are " Open Anns" waiting for you.

House for rent thls summer. FurnIshed. air conditioned. one block
from campus. Reasonably priced with utilities Included. 1204 Elm.
phone 364-4198.
For rent during summer school. air conditioned mobUe home. Fur·
nlshed. washer and dryer. cable. 12 feet by 55 feet. located in Wood·
crest TraUer Courl. $9O / month plus utliities. call Ken 3&Hl703 .
Psi Chi wlII be having a presentation on radiation study In psychology
Thursday. Aprll28. at 3:45. H-SS 103. Anyone Interested in psychology
Is welcome to attend ! Vital meeting following presentation.
FOR SALE: TwIn size mattress and foundation, like new, $90. caU
364-0046.

I

..

LitUeGlrl
Coach Schulte,
We're looking forward to next year.
J .W.• L .S.• L .P .• L .B .• L .L . andJ.B.
P.S. I promise not to talk or wear hats If I get a scholarshlp! I

Need a ride? Driving to Phoenix. Ariz .• on May 13 or 14. Have a mid·
size car and I'm traveling light. Have room to take someone and their
belongings home. Call Mike 36oHl165.

;..

Thursday, Apr. 28,1983

APARTMENT FOR RENT: Summer session, $81.25 / month plus
electric. phone. Across from CE bullding. kitchen with appliances.
Ask for John at 341 ·2878.
50tb ANNIVERSARY PARTY
Saturday. April 30. Sigma Pi wlII be celebrating 50 years of Purple
on the UMR campus. Everyone Is welcome and the proceeds wlU be
donated to Ugly Man .
Congrats ! Laurie B. and Lorna P.
Also thanks for the memories to the entire women's tennis team.
Jane. you're the best!
Janet

NEW ARRIVALS

Short sleeve shirts
Stripes-solids
Preppie sizes 16 thru 20
Coordinate active wear
Forum Plaza
Rolla
10 a.m .-9 p .m .
Mon.·Sat.

---------------------$2.00 OFF
On short sleeve shirt
with this coupon

Preppie size 16 is Misses size 30
Preppie size 18 is Misses size 32
Preppie size 20 is Misses size 34

----------------------

Love.
Jan and Mo's friends!
Greg.
It was great whUe it lasted. too bad he had to come In town! Could
we continue It soon? Hope so. see you at the Calif. Hotel.
Linda B. .
Thank you for being there and caring enough to listen to me. You
made It a lot easier for me.
Thanka.
R.O.
Kath (a.k.a. BullwinkieandBoo-Boo-Bear).
So you don't know who I am? Well. I guarantee you know me! The
baritone section dldn·t invite you to join. huh? Maybe their talk was
just all bull. It·s nice to see you and the "Somersaulter" are good
friends again. The float trip wi Beta Sig will be a blast. See ya.
Love.
A Pal

Love.
Mophead.
Mayo
Am holding one bandanna and one extravaganza cup hostage.

BIRTHRIGHT OF ROLLA

Dear Puppy.
I 'm so sorry. I love you bunches and bunches and bunches (can't
hear you - Infinity! )! I still want to be your permanent and dedicated
"Bunny." Hope you 'U always be a B.L.
Love.
Your Bunny
The Twins.
The demands remain the same. Comply by April 24 or the sunny
weather hat bites it. Coordinate with Commando Calvin for further
instructions.
Gen. Holstein
P.S. Happy birthday.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Janet and Mary.
The smiles and l aughter you bring with you heip make the Black
Hole of Rolla almost fun . Have a very happy birthday.
The Apartment
ATTENTION : All past. present and future partlers of the House of
Watkins. Walsh. Reed and Steele :
Due to graduations and marriages the beer drinking establishment
of " 403 " is having Its final bash Saturday. April 30. 8 p.m. All of our
fellow partlers are invited to come and pay tribute to the institution
th at has kept us sane enough to pass school.
Watkins. Walsh. Reed and Steele
To: Wet Ones
We' re glad you had a great time. but you 'lI have to stop by and •
Identify yours from the rest. Next time label 'em!
Nancy and Jan in 'lJJ7

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Stereo Buff's
Sound
Spectacular
SALE
Receivers Speakers Turntables
Tope Decks Cor Stereos
Televisions Equalizers Power Boosters
Video Equipment Portable Radios Blank Topes
Head Phones Amplifiers & More

TUESDAY AND
WEDNESDAY ONLY

FASHION FOR STUDENTS

There are two girls In T.J.
with birthdays thls week.
Both are nineteen
now Isn't that sweet?
Thursday Is Janet's;
a big day it will be.
Maybe she'lI drink. but
that Is something to be seen.
Maureen 's big nineteen
is on Saturday.
We're all gonna make sure
that she has a terrific day.
So. If you see Jan or Maureen thls week.
Run up and give 'em a kiss on the cheek.

May3&4
10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

MANORINN

.."

is now offering

Call 364-0066 if you need help.

Chub & Jo's Restaurant
·SST Banquet Hall
Serving from 5 :30 a .m . to 15 min . till 8 :00
Breakfast from 5 :30 a .m. to 11 :00 a.m .
• Open 6 Days , Closed Sunday
PLATE LUNCHES- NOON & EVE.
·STEAKS -SEAFOODS
·CHOPS -SHORT ORDERS
" Homemade Pies"

.

Family Restaurant
Carry Out Orders
Kenneth & Ruby Thorpe

704 Pine Roila , MO
Cail 364-6247

OLDS BUICI( AMC JEEP

%

9.9 APR
G.M.A.C.
FINANCING

Buick Skyhawk
$207 .70 per month
$500 Down Payment
(Cash or Trade in)

48 monthly payments
at 9.9"70 A.P . R.
Total deferred payment
$10.469.60

Buick Skylark
$215.30 per month
$500 Down Payment
(Cash or Trode in)

48 monthly payments
at 9.9"70 A .P . R .
Total deferred payment
$10.834.40

Jeep CJ-7

Oldsmobile Omega

$197 .58 per month
$500 Down Payment

$210.23 per month
$500 Down Payment

(Cash or Trade in)

....

(Cash or Trade in)

48 monthly payments
at 9.9"70 A.P .R.
Total deferred payment
$9983.84'

48 monthly payments
at 9,9"70 A,P.R .
Total deferred payment
$10.591.04

All financing subjcci to G .M .A.C . approval.

(Student Financing Available)

~

,.. AMC IJeep

~

c

DI

Schweiss Motor Co., Inc.

Rolla

O lds-Buick-AMC-Jeep
500 Hwy.63 S. Rolla
Open 8 106 Sal. lill4 p.m ,

Quantities are limited I Don't miss out!

364-1323

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OLDS BUICK AMC 'JEEP

--
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Planned Parenthood
Central Ozarks
SERVICES FOR ALL MEN & WOMEN
BIRTH CONTROL exams, supplies, instruction. NATURAL FAMILY
PLANNING. PREGNANCY TESTING and exams . PROBLEM PREGNANCY
COUNSELING on all options: parenthood , adoption, abortion. VENEREAL
DISEASE TESTING . STERILIZATION COUNSELING & referrals . COUNSELING
on problems related to sexuality and reproduction. EDUCATION , FILMS,
PAMPHLETS .

SERVICES ARE CONFIDENTIAL
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM-the fundamental right of every individual to
decide freely and responsibly when and whether to have child.ren-:is a
reaffirmation of the principles of individual liberty upon which thiS
country was founded.

ROLLA CLINIC
1032BKingshighway (314)364-1509

G&D STEAK HOUSE
7 Oz. Top Sirloin Special, ... .. $3 .58
8 Oz . Chuck .. . ..... $2.79 Chicken Fried Steak, $2.30
6 Oz. Ribeye ... ,
3 ,07 Catfish Squares.
3.03
3.02 Chicken . .
~ . 35
7 Oz . Ham Steak.
8 Oz , Filet .. . . . . .
3.65 Shrimp . .
3.95
5.00 Spaghetti
2.60
10 Oz . Top Sirloin
5.96 Ravioli. ,.
2.60
12 Oz . K.C. Strip .
6 .92 Hamburger & Fries
1.92
12 Oz . T-Bone . . . .
Includes Potato or Fren ch
Fish
&
French
Fries
1.92
Fries and Te x as Toast
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EV ER Y MEAl.
Ham Sandwich & Fries 1.92

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days a week
11 c .m .·9 p .m.
Forum Plaza Shopping Cenfer
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courtyard, I sang some more
songs for her, and we talked.
I woke up the next moring
at 6 a.m. with all of the
energy one could imagine.
Sure enough, at about 8:30
a.m. , I ran into her again. At
9 a .m., we went to the last
session of the seminar and
got seats together, and I put
my arm around her and
touched her for the first
time. It felt so good. Like I'd
been with her all of my life.
When the seminar was
over, we went for lunch in an
outdoor cafe. The sun was
shining and the sky was pure
blue. After lunch, I sang all
of the love songs from my
repertoire. That afternoon
we attended a jazz concert,
went out and had Haagen
Das ice cream. I felt so good
walking hand in hand with
her on that beautiful sunny
spring day.
Then it was time for my
ride to leave for St. Louis.
We stood there hugging for
about a half hour near the
front door of the Washington
Hilton waiting for my ride. I
felt ecstatic as I held her. I
was truly in love. I loved her
and she loved me. Nothing
else mattered. There was a
conunurtication
beyond
words. We looked at each
other and laughed. We both
just kept saying, "There's
nothing to say." Everything
was conunurticated soul to
soul without words. I knew
I'd met the girl I'd marry.
Then my ride came. There
was so much unconditional
love between us, we weren't
even sad. Nothing mattered,
we were so happy. It didn't
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I 'm aceing anthropological concepts,
making the all·star conference basket·
ball team , I have a new sportscar
and my mother just made
the best· dressed list.
Why am I not
scoring with
lady·type
persons?

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented ~b, do you know
what's stopping you from getting the American Express' Card?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
Because American Express believes in yourfuture. But more than that. We believe
in you now. And we're proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now?
First of all, it's a good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you
know that's important.
Of course, the Card is also good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for things
like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card is recognized and welcomed
worldwide, so are you.
So call for a Special Student Application
or look for one at your college bookstore or on
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school withqut it~

Call today for an application:
~5zs..8000.

wv

Imported by
Ell,ott Co Sale U S Agent,
New Bmam, cr USA 100 Proof Peppermmt Schnaaps.
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Center on Tuesday, May 3, at 7: 30 p.m. Free.

Continue Your College
Education This Summer at
St. Louis Community College

We are now

buying back
textbooks

for the summer and fall semesters

Enroll this summer in any of the college transfer
courses offered by 'your college away from college',
St. Louis Community College. Courses are available
in accounting, art, bio logy, business administration,
chemistry, communications, data processing, economics, engineering, English composition, geography,
geology, history, humanities, literature, mathematics,
music, philosophy, physical education, physical science,
physics, political science, psychology, reading and
sociology.

Student 1.0. Required

Campus Book Store
205 W. 12th Rolla

364 -3710

You may consult a counselor or advisor at any of the
campuses regarding transferability of courses.
Request the 1983 Summer Course Schedule, mail
registration material, or further information by telephoning the Admissions Office at the campus of your
choice.

Robin's Nest

ST. LOUIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE AT MERAMEC
11333 Big Bend Boulevard, St. Louis, MO 63122

(across street from campus)

Interim Session : May 23 · June 10 (3 weeks)
Regular Session : June 13 · August 5 (8 weeks)

Making reservations now for

Summer
and Next Fall

(ata.educed.ate-$100perpe.son

Mail Registratio n / Now through May 20 for the
Interim Session and until Ma y 26 for the
Regular Summer Session.
In·Person Registration / Now through May 20 for
the Interim Session and unt il June 10 for the
Regular Summer Session.

per month for double occupancy)

-Central air
-Wall-to-wall carpet
-Private bath
-Some with kitchenettes
-Double occupancy for most rooms

Admissions Office: (314) 966 ·7601

We also have two large furnished houses (each
takes 6 or 7 students) and many one bedroom
apartments ($185/ month) next to Robin's Nest.

ST. LOUIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE AT
FLORISSANT VALLEY
3400 Pershall Road, St. Louis, MO 63135

We also have two furnished duplex apartments
with two bedrooms each . $240 / month. These are
located 1.5 miles from campus on 63 South .

Intersession : May 18 · June 10 (3 weeks)
Short Session : June 13 . July 15 (5 weeksl
Regular Session: June 13 · August 5 (8 weeks)

Call 364-3865, 364-2807,
364-1570, 341-4485

Telephone & Mail Registration / Now through May 5
In ·Person Registration / Now through June 10

TK's

()

Fast, Free Delivery

()
~

~

An evening o( dance and music will be had at the Cedar Street

c.ac:

~
~

~

MUSlCTHEAnm AND ART

U llM ATED EI'> OI NG

Buy One Medium Pizza
Get Second One FREE

~

KMEMEETING
KME will hold Its last meeting o( the semester on Wednesday, May
4, at 6:30 p.m. In Room 209 Math/Computer Science. Elections will be
held (or next semester's Officers, so all members please attend.
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even matter that we would
be a thousand miles apart.
We kissed good-bye, our first
kiss. Wow. what a kiss. Sbe
later told me that durtng that
kiss she felt as if she was not
in bel' body . I was literally
hearing bells, as they say in
storybooks when you fall in
love.
In the car on the way
home, I'd just close my eyes
and we'd be together, and
it's been that way ever since.
It's as if our love is so great
it has risen above this earthly world. Time and space
make no difference. When
she thinks of me, I feel it,
thousand miles or no, and
vice-versa. I feel a warm
feeling in my beart and I get
goose bumps. Later I'll ask
her, "Were you thinking of
me at such-and--such a
time?" and she'll say, "Yes,
I was sending you love." I'd
say, "I received it."
Eighteen days after we
met, I called her on the
phone and proposed. We're
getting
married
after
December when I graduate.
I am the happiest man in the
world. The more I find out
about her, the more I find
how exactly we think alike
and agree on everything.
People say that we even look
like branches off the same
tree. And she's beautiful.
I'm so in love and so happy.
It's love at first sight in the
20th century.
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While Special Lasts
Open 7 Days : Mon .-Thurs . 3-12, Fri. 3-2
Sot. 11 -2, Sun . 11 -12
30 -minute Delivery Service

1806 N. Bishop-Rolla Next to ~aulkner's Mini·Mart

~
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()
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Telephone Registration Number : (314) 595-4481
Admissions Office : (314) 595-4244
ST. LOUIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE AT
FOREST PARK
5600 Oakland , St. Louis, MO 63110
Intersession : May 18 · June 10 (3 weeks)
Regular Session : June 13 · August 5 (8 weeks)
Mini·Session : July 25 . August 19 (4 weeks)
Mail Regi stration / Now through May 20
In·Person Registration / Now through June 8 and
June 20 . July 25 for the Mini·Session.
Admissio ns Offi ce: (314) 644·9127

St. Louis Community

College
an equal opportunity and affirmative action institution
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Baseball claims three
By GIL KAUFFMANN
The Miner baseball team
started on a roll last week as
they ended with a 3-3 record,
bringing their overall record
to 4-15-1.
The Miners started off
with a 1-0 win in the opening
game of a double-header
against Southwest Missouri
State University on April 20.
The only run in the game
was scored in the seventh
inning when Chris Nisbet
singled in Kevin DeBondt
after DeBondt led off with a
triple. Bill Foege pitched 42,~
innings and then was
repl aced by Brad Lee after

Foege's arm tightened up.

Lee finished the game to get
the win .
In the seCond game Southwest woke up and defeated
the Miners 13-2. Five errors
by the Miners gave Southwest seven unearned runs
and Gary Schnettgoeke the
loss.
On April 21 the Miners lost
two games as they traveled
University
of
to
the
Missouri-St. Louis. Dave
Kuethe and Gene Meyer
were the losing pitchers as
they received losses 01 7'{;
and 7-3 respectively. In the
first game Tom Murphy

batted 3-for -3 while DeBondt
followed with 3-for -4. D.J .
Steagall and M ike Schafer
both hit 2-lor-4 with Steagall
getting 3 RBI. In the second
game Br ian Br adley hit 2for-3 including a home run.
To end the week the
Miners defeated Lincoln
University for two MIAA
wins of 7-3 and 8-3. Steve
Phegley won the first gam e
after pitching 611.1 innings.
Then Dave Palmer replaced
him with two men on base.
Palmer allowed a hit to load
the bases and then got a
double play to end the game
and r eceive the save.
Schafer and Murphy both hit

2-for-3 with Schafer getting a
double and a triple.
In the second game, Mike
Stone struck out 11 batters in
the first six innings for the
win. Once again Dave
P almer pitched the last
inning for the save. At the
plate Steagall hit 3-lor-3 with
4 RBI to lead the Miners.

Co
lhe tea
first n

TE

Leading the Miners in the
batting category after 20
games, Steagall has hit .371
while Schafer has hit .364
and in the last four games
both have hit 7-for-13.
At the mound Brad Lee is
leading the Miners with a
1.42 ERA and a 1-0 record.

The

Softball downs Lincoln
both halves of a doubleheader from Lincoln by 12-1
In six games this past and 12-7 scores. Pitchers
week, the Lady Miners took Leta Judd and Sue Ap-'
three of them to bring their pelbaum each chalked up a
record to 7-12.
win. As the scores indicate,
Last Tu~ay' they took several Miners were con- - - - - . . , ; . -.....- - - - - - - - - - - - - . ,
By TINA HALDIMAN

necting quite well at the
plate. For the day, Diana
Miller got a single and two
doubles, Kelly Stewart and
Cecilia Gutierrez each had
three singles and a steal, and
Appelbaum helped her cause
with a single and a two-run

Men 4th in M IAA ho~~~~y
By TRACY BOLAND

Ii

The past two weeks have
been busy ones for the men's
tennis team as they winded
up the season. Five matches
were played in addition to
the
MIAA
Conference
Championship, and of those
five matches UMR won only
two.
The competition included
UMSL, NWMSU, Evangel,
CMS and SEMO, a nationally
ranked team. SEMO and
NWMSU both trounced UMR
by a score of !HI and UMSL
defeated UMR 6-3. The two
victories
came
against
Evangel and CMS. CMS lost
to UMR 2-7 and E vangel lost

4-5. Against Evangel, Rob
Brinkman, Joe Blandina and
Dave Bruner all triumphed
in their singles matches.
Blandina then teamed up
with Jim Teste, and Brinkman with Jeff Sacre to win
their respective doubles
m atches.
The men fared little better
at the Conference Championship. Of six teams, the
UMR men pl aced fourth
overall. Credits go to Steve
Cornell and Greg Sanders,
who placed third in the

see Tennis

page15

the team combined
good defense and offense to
split with Division I St. Louis
University. UMR won the
first game 4-0 with Judd
getting credit for the twohitter. Carmen Baker's two
singles and Maria Holmes'
single and homer as well as
singles by Miller and Renee
Polowy accounted for the
Miner offense attack. According to Preston, the game
was " one of our best
outings," with " good alIaround defense. " Judd also
started the second game, but
was
relieved
midway
through. She takes a 1-1
record for the day.
Monday UMR's squad
dropped two to a 17-2
William Woods team. The 2-6

recom

basel!
Rick Bennett

and (}-4 losses were pitched
by Judd and Appelbaum,
respectively. Diana Miller's
home run was the offensive
highlight of the day. A
double play from Judy Redel
at shortstop to Gutierrez to
Hol,mes was the bright star
in the field. In the games,
Preston felt they played a
better defensive game than
usual and that their op-

see

Softball

-page15
Top Dollar
Pawn
Cash to Loan
BUY. SELL
TRADE
on gold. silver.diamonds,
stereos, TVs. camerQs,
sporting goods, etc .

364-5300
119 S. Bishop

Jet . Hwy. 63 & 72
Rollo . MO

Beta Sig makes the putout toward their third straight
softball crown. Beta Sig defeated GDI 8-7.

Rolla Meat Shoppe &
Freezer Locker Co.

By'

Located under the 10th Street overpass beside the
railroad tracks.

Well,
is fin!

Pork Steaks.... $1.39 Lb.
Ground Beef ... $1.39Lb.
8 Oz. Filet
Mignon .... ~ ... ·$1.99Ea.
KC Strip ....... $3.39Lb.

trarnw
down. '
the tin

We also have an expanded
line of groceries and health
and beauty aids.

.. , now that you have your diploma? If you are, there's an organization that offers excellent job opportunities along with some of
the finest technical training in the nation,
The organization? It's the United States Air Force - a modern
service geared for the future. The Air Force also offers you an
excellent salary", advanced education opportunities. ,. worldwide assignments, .. medical care·. " dental care, .. 30 days of paid vacation a year, For ·
details, contact

A g reat way of life.

Wo

Under new ownership
(Formerly Rolla Freezer Locker Co.)
9th & Oak Streets Rolla 364-4327

LOOKING FOR A JOB • • •

SSgt . Dennis Henry
102 West 10th Street
Rolla, MO 65401
31 4 / 364-4367
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Women end season By TRACY BOLAND
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The women played Central
Missouri State last week and

Softball
ponents had gotten some
good hits.
Coming up this weekend,
the team fares CMSU in the
first round of the double

Tennis
number
three
doubles
poSition, and to Dave Bruner
and Joe Blandina, who
placed fourth in the number
two doubles position.

suffered defeat once more as
they ended their season. The
final score was ()-8 in favor of
CMS. Lorna Platt's match

from page 14
elimination
MIAA
tournament.
According
to
Preston, the team is both
psyched for and capable of
winning some games this
weekend.

from page 14
Bruner, Blandina and Paul
Isakson each placed fourth
in the number four, number
three and number one single
positions respectively.

M-Club
Athlete of the week
The M-Club is proud to each had seven hits in 13
recognize the Miners' first trips to the plate. Mike
baseman D.J. Steagall and collected three runs while
right fielder Mike Schafer as banging two doubles and a
D.J. had three
the co-athletes of the week. triple.
In their four games aganst doubles, two stolen bases
UMSL and LU this past week and drove in eight runners.
both players posted .538
Congratulations Mike and
batting averages as they D.J.!

Women's

Page 15

Track, Softball complete

was the best of the UMR
Intramural softball has process. The mile run record
losses, 6-7, 6-7. The rest of finally gotten some games was shelved as Wolfram
the matches went downhill played as the 1983 softball from TKE clocked at 4:43.
from there. It should be tourney finished what was The high jump and mile
noted that the scores did not an abbreviated season. The relay records were also
began
last broken as Gillem from PiKA
necessarily
reflect
the tournament
quality of the Lady Miners' Wednesday and ended last cleared the bar at 6-4 and the
playing. UMR put up a night with the consolation Kappa Sig relay turning in
respectable defense that was finals. The championship
iml~ressi1{e 3: 43: 01 for the
overcome only with great game was played Tuesday
home the
night as Beta Sig defeated
effort on CMS's part.
The Miners also took part GDI 8-7. The Division II
in the MIAA conference crown was claimed by I
championship. Of the seven Campus Club as they bested
teams that partiCipated, MHA-East4-3.
Intramural track took
UMR placed sixth overall.
Laurie Behm took third in place last week as three new
the number two singles records were set in the
position and then joined .....- - - - - - - - -.....
forces with Lorna Platt to
this was the first year of
take fourth place in the
women 's tennis as a varsity
number
one
doubles
sport, the women made a
position. Considering that
very good shOwing.

Trap 7th nationally
Last weekend, the UMR
trap team traveled to
Peoria, Ill., upon invitation
to the 15th annual Intercollegiate National Trap
and Skeet Championships
sponsored by the National
Rifle Association, Field and
Stream and the National
Shooting Sports Foundation.
The trap team tallied an
unimpressive seventh-place
finish among the top 24 intercollegiate trap and skeet

overall team trophy with 66
points while Sig Pi was the
bridesmaid adding 50 of
their own.
As the semester closes, so
do intramurals and next
week, I'll have my season
ending wrap up and with any
luck be able to report final
1M

Forum Plaza Shopping Center

teams in the nation, including: North Dakota State,
Trinity of Texas, West Point
Academy, George Mason
University,
Washington
State, Purdue, Michigan
State and the United States
Air Force Academy.

364-3214

KEY-=====
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Intramurals wrapping up I
Main Goto

Shopping Center

Leading the UMR team, in
the 120 man-field of trapshooters, was Alan Corzine
with a stately 12th-place
finish overall.

St. Robert
336.. 877

1200 Pine St.
Rollo

36'-5'95

Select G m op of

By TINA HALDIMAN
Well, now that the weather
is finally shaping up, intramurals
are
winding
down. Track is over and, by
the time this ever hits the
press, softball will be a
group of statistics. We have
badminton and horseshoes to
thank for allowing the spirit
of intramurals to linger on.
In both badminton and
horseshoe doubles, A WS has
won the winners side of the
bracket. Also in both cases,
RHA is guaranteed a third,
but anxiously waits to play
their opponent from the
other side. In singles badminton, KO will play the
winner of RHA and TJHA for
the
championship.
Horseshoes show KO on the
winner's side and White
Stars waiting.
Track and field competition saw three records
broken and one tied. First,
on the track: In the mile,
Null of RHA took first with a
6:48.6 outing. She was
followed by Tonsi of Stardusters, Werner of RHA and
Buker of ZTA. At the 100
yard
dash,
Starduster's
Marcel won with a 12.98
mark. Wilson of TJHA,
Hesser from RHA and Sims
of Wesley followed. In the
440, it was Wiseman of KO
with 1: 11.14 out in front with
Kovarik
(Stardusters),
Jansen (ZTA), and Cooper
(TJHA) at her heels.
Marcel
set
an
intramural record with a 17.55
time in the 120-yard hurdles.

Shaffner (RHA), Wilkerson
And now for the field
(KO), and Tierney (KO)
events where all of those
took the next three places. In
records went up. In the high
the 880, Tonsi (Stardusters)
jump, Fenner (TJHA) and
took a 2:53.68 first place P. Kovarik (Stardusters)
followed by Noel (RHA),
tied the 5-foot record.
Ahrens (AWS) and Wilson Fenner won the event,
(TJHAl .
Marcel,
again however Shaffner (RHA)
came out on top in the 220 at . and Weiss (KO) were close
30.88.
Knapstein
(KO),
behind. Shaffner's 15-8%
Wiseman (KO) and Groner long jump is the next new
record. Her first place was
(AWS) placed next. Last for
followed by Mohan (Chi 0),
the running events, the Chi
Little (AWS) and Pavelka
Omega team took first at
(ZTA) . Finally, in the shot
1:01.54 in the 440 relay. KO
came in second with TJHA
put, Reiter of AWS had a 31-8
and RHA in third and fourth.
record-breaking
toss.

"JUST A POOR STUDENT?"
Even you can look like a million! !

Shampoo / Cut
& Blow Dry

$5 00
•

Reg. $10.00

Good only with UMR I.D.

PARK PLACE HAIR DESIGNS
Call Regina or Debby
364-0707 / 606 Park Street
Offer good until May 31 st.

Murray
(Stardusters),
Ruether, an Independent,
and Class (Chi 0.) finished
in the next positions.
As you may have guessed,
Stardusters won the overall
title with 76 points. RHA took
second at 59 with KO in third
and TJHA at fourth.
And now for some out-ofdate softball data: TJHA,
Stardusters, Chi Omega and
A WS all advanced to the
semifinals on Monday. AWS
defeated
Stardusters
Monday night and TJHA won
out over Chi Omega.

NIKE'S I
30 % Off

I

I
I
II
I

ALLPONYS
in stock

I
I
II

30% ...~ I

Off ~II
.
L
I

-----------_.

CELLAR GAMES
APPRECIATION WEEK
Our thanks to you for a successful year
May 2 thru May 8

7 tokens $1
Milk Shakes 50

¢

Chocolate, Vanilla, Strawberry

\~

____

1107 Pine

7

..

eEL LRR 1~~::~s (j-A-I';1-E-S-

ZFun~~mes

S

Und e r Sunny Wall Flowers
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